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1

Summary

The ATP-100 is a standalone turbocharger actuator tester and combined advanced programming
tool for service personnel and turbocharger repairers.
The tool is operated via a simple to use 5” Full Colour PCAP touch screen interface, with a single
touch ‘Auto-Detect’ feature to allow simple connection to almost any type of turbocharger actuator.
Also integrated in to the tool is an advanced reprogramming system for the Garrett® Hella REA®
actuators, which can be used to do the following:
•

Reset the end stop positions.

•

Set the minimum flow position.

•

Copy the actuator settings from one actuator to another.

•

Set the actuator settings to match a specific G-Number (gearbox) using the built in Database.

The ATP-100 can be used with Siemens VDO® type actuators to reset the end stop positions after
either a new actuator is fitted or the turbocharger has been refurbished.
The ATP-100 can also be used to check the voltage output of position sensors fitted to vacuum
actuators, there are several feedback cable interfaces supplied with the tool for this purpose.
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2

Installation

The ATP-100 is a fully standalone Actuator Tester and only requires the connection of the supplied
12V 5A Power Supply to the power connector shown in Figure 1 below and for the correct actuator
cable to be selected and connected between the actuator and the tester.

Power ON/OFF Button

Power Connector (2.5/5.5mm)

Actuator Cable

12V 5A Supply

Figure 1 ATP-100 Top View

The actuator cable connects to the ATP-100 via a 12 way polarised circular
connector, ensure the connector is correctly orientated before trying to tighten
the lock-ring otherwise the connector or socket may become damaged.

Once the power is connected and switched on it should only take approximately 5 seconds for the
ATP-100 to be ready for use.
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3

Home Screen

When the ATP-100 is switched on, the software loads to the home screen which provides options for
Auto-Detect, Manual detection and advanced settings and options. Figure 2 shows an overview of the
home screen, with the functions or each option explained in detail below

Figure 2 Home Screen

3.1 Auto Detect
Pressing Auto Detect will begin the sequence of identifying the type of actuator connected to the
ATP-100. When the actuator type has been determined, the AT-100 will begin communicating with
the actuator.

3.2 Manual
The manual button allows the operator to select the part number of the actuator connected to the
ATP-100 from a list. This will normally not be required and is only used if the Auto-Detection cannot
determine the connected actuator type.

3.3 Advanced
Touch the ‘Advanced’ button to access the more advanced features of the ATP-100, such as copying
the settings of one Hella® Actuator to another or changing the settings of a Hella® Actuator to match
a specific G-Number gearbox.
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4

Auto Detect Screen

The ‘Auto-Detection’ screen is displayed whilst ATP-100 identifies the currently connected actuator
and performs basic tests to ensure the correct operation of the actuator. The detection and
connection to the actuator usually takes between 2-8 seconds depending on the type of actuator and
the actuator will move a number of times during the process to ensure the actuator is correctly
detected. If detection fails then an error message will be displayed to show the reason.

Figure 3 Auto-Detection Screen

The screen shown in Figure 3 above or similar is also displayed during the Manual connection process
or when connecting to a Hella LID to copy the settings or set a matching G number.
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5 Manual Selection Screen
The Manual Selection screen is accessed from the main Home screen by touching the ‘Manual’ button.
The manual selection screen can be used to manually select the connected actuator in the unusual
event that the ‘Auto-Detect’ routine cannot correctly identify the actuator.

Figure 4 Manual Actuator Selection Screen

The screen shown in Figure 4 above lists all the configured actuator types, use the scroll bar on the
right-hand side to move down the list and touch the actuator name to select. Each actuator type
begins with REA_XX, where XX is the cable number and is followed by a short actuator type or name.
The manual selection screen should be used with caution as it may be possible to
damage an actuator by selecting the incorrect type, Turbo Technics Limited will
not accept any responsibility for any damage to an actuator as a result of
selecting an incorrect type.
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6

Actuator Control Screen

This is the main actuator control screen that allows the actuator movement to be checked and also to
access the actuator information (Hella® only) and to adjust the programmed end-stops.

Figure 5 Actuator Control Screen

Touch to set the actuator position to 0% (Fully Open).
Touch to decrement the current position by 1%.
Touch to set the actuator position to 100% (Fully Closed).
Touch to increment the current position by 1%.
Touch to disconnect from the actuator and return to the Home screen.
Touch to display the configuration setting of the attached actuator (Hella®
REA type actuators only) (see Actuator Info Screen)
Touch to automatically sweep the actuator between the end stops. If
sweep is active the button is red in colour and the ‘Slider’ control can be
used to vary the sweep speed between 1s and 11s.
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Touch/Slide control to move the actuator between 0 – 100%. When
‘sweep’ is selected, the slider controls the speed of the sweep.

The ‘Actuator Type’ shows the currently detected or selected actuator, this will always start ‘REA_XX’,
where XX is the cable number, and then followed by the type, for example Hella V1A.
The ‘Setpoint (%)’ indicator shows the current demand setpoint or requested position of the actuator
and the ‘Actual (%)’ indicator shows the feedback from the actuator of the actual position. For some
actuators there is no feedback signal and in this case the Actual will read the same as the setpoint.
The ‘Current (A)’ display is continuously updated with the Current in Amps that is being supplied to
the actuator and the ‘Peak (A)’ display shows the maximum Current drawn since connecting to the
actuator.
If the Actuator Type is a Feedback only sensor, for example, a vacuum actuator with position sensor,
then the screen shown below in Figure 6 will be displayed instead of the main actuator control screen.

Figure 6 Feedback Screen

The ‘Feedback’ screen displays the sensor voltage between 0 and 5 volts and also as a percentage of
the total range of 0 – 5 volts. If the sensor voltage is less than 5% or greater than 95% of the range
then the colour of the voltage and percentage readings are displayed in red to show that they are
close to the limits and will probably cause an ECU fault to be displayed on a vehicle.
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7

Actuator Teach Screen (Hella® Actuators)

Whenever a new or refurbished actuator is fitted to the turbocharger, or when the turbocharger has
been repaired or refurbished it is critical to set the end stop positions correctly to prevent issues once
it is refitted to the engine.
The Hella® Actuator Teach screen can be accessed via the main Actuator control screen using the
‘Teach’ button in the lower right-hand corner. The ‘Teach’ button is only visible if a compatible Hella®
actuator is connected.

Figure 7 Hella End Stop Programming Screen

The top half of the screen shows the current setpoint (%) of the actuator together with increment and
decrement buttons, as well as a slider to adjust the setpoint, similar to the main actuator control
screen. The lower half of the screen allows for the display and adjustment of the end stop positions
of the actuator.
The indicators ‘Stop 1 (deg)’ and ‘Stop 2 (deg)’ shows the current end stop positions and the indicator
‘Actual (deg)’ shows the current position of the actuator in degrees. The display below these indicators
shows the same information graphically. It is important to understand that all angles are always
measured clockwise on the actuator, such that 0 degrees is always fully counter-clockwise and 120
degrees is always fully clockwise. The ATP-100 always uses 0% for the fully OPEN position and 100%
for the fully CLOSED position, therefore the position of the 0% and 100% markers will change
depending on whether the actuator is programmed to operate clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise
(CCW), in Figure 7 above for example the display shows a CW actuator, where 0% is on the left and
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100% is on the right, if this was for a CCW operating actuator then 100% would be on the left and 0%
would be on the right.
The buttons ‘Find Stops’, ‘Set Stops’ and ‘Set Min’ are all used in the process of defining the operating
range of the actuator and the setting of the minimum flow position. It is important to follow the steps
below in order to ensure the correct setting of the end stop positions.

7.1 Find End Stops (Step 1)
Touch the ‘Find Stops’ button to initiate the finding of the end stop positions. The actuator will first
sweep counter-clockwise towards the 0 degree position until Soft Stop Position 1 if found and then
the actuator will reverse and sweep clockwise to find the Soft Stop Position 2. Once the sweep is
completed the displayed Soft Stop positions will update to show the new limits, if these are different
to the current limits then the red bands shown on the graphical position indicator will change to
orange. The typical range of the sweep between the limits (Green band) should be between 45 – 90
degrees.

7.2 Set End Stops (Step 2)
After completing the ‘Find Stops’ (Step 1) the new end stops need to be programmed in to the
actuator. If the sweep range found during step 1 is acceptable then touch the ‘Set Stops’ button to
update the actuator configuration to these new stop positions.
Once the stops have been set they will be remembered each time the actuator is powered on.

7.3 Set Minimum Flow Stop (Step 3)
The final step in setting the end stop positions correctly is to set the minimum flow position for the
turbocharger. To set the minimum flow correctly a flow bench is required, such as the VTR100 or VSFR,
to provide an accurate calibrated source of air.
With the flow bench running adjust the actuator position using the increment and decrement buttons
or the position slider control until the correct flow is achieved, remembering to remove any hysteresis
from the turbine VNT mechanism by starting with a higher flow than required and reducing the flow
until the correct minimum flow is set. Once the correct minimum flow is achieved touch the ‘Set Min’
button to update the Soft Stop position, which Soft Stop is updated depends on whether the actuator
is set as CW or CCW, but will always be shown on the graphical display as the 100% position.
The minimum flow position is now set correctly and will be remembered each time the actuator is
powered on.
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8

Actuator Info Screen

The Actuator Info screen is only accessible when connected to a compatible Hella® REA type
actuator and is used to display some of the parameter settings stored in the actuator. The screen is
accessed from the ‘Info’ button on the Hella® Teach Screen.

Figure 8 Actuator Info Screen

Part Number
G Number
Serial Number
Software Version
Soft Stop 1
Soft Stop 2
PWM Frequency
Regulating Range
Default Position
Direction
PWM Input Range
Demand Type

Actuator LID Part Number
Actuator Gearbox Number
Daily Serial Number of Actuator
Software/Firmware Version on Actuator
CCW Programmed Stop Position in Degrees (deg)
CW Programmed Stop Position in Degrees (deg)
Frequency (Hz) of demand signal if demand type is PWM
Maximum programmed rotational range of the actuator
Position in Degrees (deg) to move actuator when in fault
CW – Clockwise when viewed from below
CCW – Counter-Clockwise when viewed from below
5% - Actuator range is from 5 – 95%
10% - Actuator range is from 10 – 95%
PWM – Demand position is set using a PWM Signal
CAN – Demand is sent via the CAN bus to the actuator

Use the ‘Back’ button to return to the Teach screen.
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9

Actuator Teach Screen (VDO® Actuators)

Whenever a new actuator is fitted to the turbocharger, or when the turbocharger has been repaired
or refurbished it is critical to set the end stop positions correctly to prevent issues once it is refitted to
the engine.
The VDO® Actuator Teach screen can be accessed via the main Actuator control screen using the
‘Teach’ button in the lower right-hand corner. The ‘Teach’ button is only visible if a compatible VDO®
actuator is connected.

Figure 9 Siemens VDO Teaching Screen

The top half of the screen shows the current setpoint (%) of the actuator together with increment and
decrement buttons, as well as a slider to adjust the setpoint, similar to the main actuator control
screen. The lower half of the screen shows the update progress indicator and the button to initiate
the learning of the new end stops.
With the actuator and link arm fitted to the turbocharger touch the ‘Find Stops’ button to initiate
learning the new end stop positions. The process takes approximately 15 seconds to complete and the
progress is shown with a green progress bar displayed behind the Step 1 – Step 3 indicators shown in
Figure 9 above. If the update is a success the progress bar will remain green, but if the progress bar
turns red then an error has occurred during that step and the actuator or turbocharger should be
checked.
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10 Advanced Screen
The Advanced screen is accessed using the button on the Main Home screen and allows access to the
more advanced functions of the ATP-100.

Note!

These advanced functions should only be used by experienced technicians or
engineers that fully understand the processes involved.

Figure 10 Advanced User Screen

The Advanced screen can also be used to access the About screen by touching the button in the
bottom right-hand corner.
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11 Hella LID Copy Screen
The Hella LID Copy screen allows the configuration of one actuator to be copied directly to another
actuator, including any end stop positions. This is particularly useful when there is an intermittent
fault with an actuator and it is easier to replace the actuator with either a refurbished or new unit.

Figure 11 Hella LID Copy Screen

11.1 Copying a LID
Connect the actuator to copy (with or without the gearbox) and touch the ‘Copy’ button to read the
settings from an actuator. The ATP-100 will ‘Auto-Detect’ the connected actuator and if successful the
‘Copy’ button will be replaced with the message “Actuator Copied OK”. Once the actuator has been
copied successfully it can be disconnected.

11.2 Pasting a LID
The ‘Paste’ button will only be visible if an actuator has been successfully copied by pressing the ‘Copy’
button. Connect the replacement actuator and touch the ‘Paste’ button to transfer the copied settings
to the new actuator. The progress in writing the copied settings to the new actuator is shown with a
green progress bar and if successful an OK message will be displayed in the centre of the bar. If the
writing of the copied settings fails the progress bar will change to red and an error message will be
displayed. The settings copied from the original actuator can be pasted to as many actuators as
required without needing to reconnect the original actuator, just connect the next actuator and touch
the ‘Paste’ button again.
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12 Hella LID G Number Screen
The Hella LID Change screen allows the actuator configuration to be changed to match a particular
gearbox. This is particularly useful when the original actuator controller has failed completely, but the
gearbox is still fully functioning and only a ‘Lid’ or controller replacement is required.

Figure 12 Hella LID Change G Number Screen

12.1 Connect to LID
Connect the actuator (with or without the gearbox) and touch the ‘Connect’ button to connect and
read the current configuration from an actuator. The ATP-100 will ‘Auto-Detect’ the connected
actuator and if successful the ‘Connect’ button will be replaced with the message “Actuator Connected
OK”. The Part Number and current G Number for the gearbox will also be displayed.
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12.2 Edit the G Number
Once an actuator is connected the ‘Edit’ button will become visible. Touch the ‘Edit’ button to display
and select the required G number from a list of compatible types. Only those G numbers compatible
with the LID part number will be displayed. If a G number variant is specific to a particular turbocharger
then the turbo part number is displayed in brackets next to the list item.
The G Number list screen is shown in Figure 13 below, use the scroll bar on the right-hand side to
move up and down the list and touch the required G number entry before touching ‘Select’ to use this
G Number. Once the G number has been selected the screen will change back to the LID Change
screen, which will show the selected G Number and also now the ‘Program’ button will be visible.

Figure 13 Hella G Number Selection List Screen

Once the G Number has been selected press the ‘Program’ button to copy the required configuration
to the connected actuator. The Soft Stops for the new actuator configuration are set by default to the
full rotational range and the ‘Teach’ function (see section 7) will need to be used to complete the
actuator configuration.
If the LID is mounted on a gearbox and depending on the new actuator
configuration the actuator may suddenly rotate and should not be programmed
when mounted on a turbocharger or the movement range is restricted.
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13 About Screen
The About screen can be accessed by touching the ‘About’ button on the Advanced screen and
displays important support and upgrade information about the ATP-100.

Figure 14 About Screen

14 Maintenance
The ATP-100 contains no user serviceable parts and should a fault occur please contact Turbo Technics
or your local distributor for further advice and technical support.
The ATP-100 should be kept and used in a clean and dry environment and should only be cleaned
using a dry non-abrasive cleaning cloth and do not use any other cleaning products or liquids as this
may damage the screen or finish and will void any warranty.
It is recommended to keep the ATP-100 inside the protective case when not in use, together with the
supplied actuator cables and power supply, as this will protect it from accidental damage.
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15 Software Updates
15.1 Installing the ATP-100 drivers
a) Plug the ATP-100 in to the PC using a USB mini-type B cable.
b) Switch the device on. Windows should detect the device and automatically install the
drivers. If the driver installation fails then proceed to the next step to manually install the
driver.
c) Open ‘Device Manager’ via the ‘Control Panel’ (control panel>device manager).The ATP-100
should be listed under “other devices” as the ATP-100 Programmer.

d) Right click ATP-100 Programmer and select ‘Update Driver Software’.
e) Select ‘Browse my computer for driver software’ and browse to the location where you have
downloaded the driver software. Once selected click ‘Next’ to install the driver.

f)

Once the driver has successfully installed the following screen should be displayed.
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g) The device should now appear under ‘Universal Serial Bus Controllers’.

15.2 Installing the Firmware Updater Software
a) Run the ‘Setup’ application in the Firmware Updater Installer directory that you have
downloaded to display the screen below. Click ‘Next’.

b) You can manually select where you want to install the firmware updater software or accept
the defaults as shown below. Click ‘Next’.
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c) Accept the terms of the National Instruments Software License Agreement and click ‘Next.
d) The following screen is displayed confirming you are about to install the REA Master Updater
files. Click ‘Next’ to proceed with the installation.

e) The installation of the software may take several minutes depending on the speed of your
PC. Once complete the following message will be displayed.

f)

Click ‘Finish’. You may be prompted to restart your PC to complete the software installation.
After the restart you can then update the firmware on your ATP-100.
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15.3 Updating the ATP-100
To update the ATP-100, locate the updater installed in the previous section and run the application.
Follow the following instructions to complete the firmware update.
Introduction
Only update the ATP100 firmware if you have
been supplied with an individual update file
from Turbo Technics. Each update file is
individually encoded to a specific device and
attempting to use an update file from another
device could render your device inoperative.
Read the warning on the initial screen and then
click Next.

Stage 1
Ensure the USB cable is connected between the
AT100 and your PC, but DO NOT switch the
device ON at this stage.
With the ATP-100 switched OFF click Next.

Stage 2
Once you see the rotating magnifying glass
switch the REA-Master ON and after a few
moments the magnifying glass should change
to a Green Tick to indicate the REA-Master is
now in update mode.
Click Next.

Stage 3
The updater will now display an update code. If
you have not already received an updated
firmware file from then carefully copy this code
down and send it to Turbo Technics and click
Cancel to abort the update process.
If you already have an updated firmware file
then click Next.
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Stage 4
Click on the ‘Folder’ icon to select the firmware
update file you have received from Turbo
Technics. Once the file is selected click Next.

Stage 5
Click Next to start updating the ATP-100.
WARNING
Once you start the update
do not unplug or switch off
the ATP-100 as this could
leave the device unusable.
If this happens the device
will need to be returned to
Turbo Technics for repair.
Stage 6
This shows the status of the update.
First the flash memory on the REA-Master is
erased, followed by the programming of the
new Firmware.

Confirmation
After a successful update a green tick is
displayed.
If the update failed then a red cross will be
displayed instead.
Please contact Turbo Technics if the update
fails.
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Appendix A Dismantling, disabling and scrapping

With suitable maintenance and service this equipment should provide
you with years of reliable operation.
At the end of its useful life the equipment should be dismantled and
disposed of in line with local electrical and electronic waste recycling
and regulations .
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Appendix B Actuator Connectors

Cable ID and
actuator type

Connector

Additional Information

REA_01 – Hella
(Programmable)

REA_02 – Hella
(SREA)

REA_03 – Hella
(New Type)

REA_04 – IHI/VDO

REA_05 - SonceBoz

REA_06 –
Siemens/VDO
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REA_07 Continental

REA_08 – Toyota
Type 1
REA_08A – Toyota
Type 2
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